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A truly unified marketing platform 
for a national shopping centre group 

JUN 2019Jan 2020

Learn about:

• Customer Data Platform (CDP) for a national mall group

• Building a CRM with online and offline customer engagement 

• Leveraging WiFi for marketing and analytics 

aislelabs.com

• Executing effective campaigns and surveys

Success Story
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How Aislelabs Super-Charged a Shopping Center 
Groups’ Digital Marketing
Digital marketing and customer data acquisition is a vital component for any business’ bot-

tom line in today’s digital climate. Data acquisition of customers can be difficult to not only 

capture but also store in a unified way and understand key insights and behaviours. Once 

successfully implemented, this data can become an incredible resource for connecting with 

customers and growing a thriving business faster than any competitors. However, without 

a unified platform to understand and analyze the data, the potential to influence customer 

behaviour becomes limited. 

The Challenge
A shopping centre group managing ten premiere centres, located primarily in urban areas 

across the country, had been using website sign ups to capture email addresses. 200,000 

users, combined across multiple shopping centers, were accumulated over ten years in their 

database but with very little demographic information and no customer behaviour data. Some 

of these customers signed up for several shopping centres, fragmenting multiple users into 

different silos creating duplicate user accounts.

Data on customers could only be collected via lengthy questionnaires during web sign-ups 

which typically have low response rates. Changes to those questionnaires required weeks to 

months to deploy as the marketing team would need to coordinate with the IT department 

and front-end developers before being passed onto quality assurance and the deployment 

team.

Along with very little collected data, the process was a manual one for each campaign. In 

order for a specific mall to initiate a digital campaign, they would need to coordinate with the 

group’s marketing team to build and implement the campaign in a time consuming process.

These bottlenecks meant the shopping centre group only sporadically executed campaigns 

informing customers of sales, store openings, extended hours and providing news of the 

shopping centre group as a whole. Most of these actions typically concerned timely informa-

tion but it was impossible to deliver in a timely manner! Granular targeting and running email 

campaigns pinpointing specific user types were impossible in this type of ecosystem.
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With only open and click rates to go on, very little useful data on returning customers and 

the effectiveness of the campaign could be gleaned from it. The group needed a way to          

consolidate their current databases, grow their lists, capture deep customer information, and 

analyze the results of each marketing campaign for key insights. Recognizing that most of the       

commerce for the shopping center group takes place in offline physical spaces, the group 

turned to Aislelabs’ offline-first marketing automation and CDP (Customer Data Platform).

The Solution: Building a personal relationship with 
the customer 

Ultimately, the shopping centre needed to become more than a corporate entity and build a 

more intimate relationship with its customers. This was achieved through, Aislelabs Connect 

being used to collect demographic data (such as age, gender, interests, etc.) of customers 

who had opted in and signed on to the guest WiFi. Connect was also used to collect email, 

social media accounts, and contact information with marketing opt-in for venue customers 

and guests through the built in Campaign platform.

Using Aislelabs Flow, detailed in-store visits of every customer was mapped. This information 

was then combined with the Aislelabs Connect platform providing demographic and psycho-

graphic information of customers who opted-in to the guest WiFi. Those who did not opt-in 

remained completely anonymous but their behaviour in a space was mapped giving the shop-

ping centres anonymous data on customer flow while respecting visitor privacy.

Customer Hub was used to collect data from multiple sources (such as web site sign ups, in 

mall activations on events), gift cards and touch points, importing previously captured data, 

and merging them into a single central information repository. This allowed the shopping cen-

tre group to gather contact information from website sign-ups as well as one-click guest WiFi 

sign-in as the largest generator of contact and profile information. Customer Hub consolidates 

all the partial data from multiple sources derived across all channels into a single location, cre-

ating complete unified profiles for each and every one of their customers.

These platforms allow each specific mall to market to their own list while also making it 

easy to collaborate at the group level. This creates a more agile marketing strategy that can 

be quickly deployed to a hyper-targeted audience defined through multiple filters based 

on demographics or in-store behaviour. After sending a campaign to their targeted list, the 

shopping centre group is able to analyze not only who opened the message but also who         

physically returned to the shopping centre.
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Traditional Marketing

Web sign-ups Guest WiFi Mall website 

Emails
40 Million

Smart reviews
2 Million

SMS 
1 Million

Surveys
3 Million

Aislelabs Omnichannel Suite

Opens

Clicks

Unsubscribes

User acquisition Over 1 year

Simple email campaigns 
Static customer profiles 
Data silos across malls

 Sign-ups through multiple touchpoints 

Supercharged AnalyticsCrude Analytics 

Supercharged Marketing for Brick & Mortar
How a shopping center group used Aislelabs 
to develop omnichannel marketing solutions

 User acquisition Over 10 years

O�ine

Online

Monthly newsletters

5,200,000200,000

Gift cards In-mall activation

 ROI

Opens
Clicks
Unsubscribes
Marketing campaigns
Smart reviews
Physical CTR
Attribution
Repeat visits
Coupon delivery
Progressive profiling
O�ine engagement
Measure success

All in one campaign platformOnly newsletters
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The Results
Using Aislelabs Flow, Connect and Customer Hub the shopping centre was able to increase 

data acquisition by over 2500% in one year.

Flow was not only able to understand customer behaviour across stores and shopping 

centres. In combination with Aislelabs Connect, in-store behaviour was associated with 

demographic and interests of visitors who signed into guest WiFi. Various audiences were 

created so that they could be marketed to with high accuracy through social media and                            

email advertising campaigns.

The enriched demographic and psychographic customer profiles allowed the shopping centre 

to build a closer relationship with their customers. Through cross-channel activation span-

ning email, SMS, smart reviews, and coupons, the shopping centre was able to incentivize 

heavy buyers, engage with ‘at risk’ customers, and welcome back repeat users across multiple     

locations. 

Importing the collected data from the previous decade was as simple as uploading a CSV file. 

The original 200,000 emails were seamlessly integrated using Customer Hub. The platform 

combined all previous sign ups from this original list with those that were captured with Flow 

and Connect creating unified customer profiles automatically. Over a 30 day period, 5.2 mil-

lion emails were sent resulting in nearly a third of a million returning guests to the properties   

in that time frame.
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We are here to help

Take Away
Aislelabs through its comprehensive platform 

enabled the shopping centre to build a clos-

er relationship with their customers that went 

beyond their retail store tenants. With little 

capital expense, the shopping center was able to 

leverage their existing WiFi infrastructure to build 

a powerful location analytics functionality - a 

capability that was only available to their smaller 

tenants. 

Next Steps

Use this guide to learn the success 

story of a national mall group 

Nima Ayat
Director, Sales Territory Manager Director, Sales 

Dixit Pathak Alasdair Cross 

4 Billion 41 Countries
data points collected last year with Aislelabs deployments

Canada

Email us at
United States United Kingdom

US  Canada toll-free

+1 (888) 765-3645

+1 (647) 557-3510 +1 (347) 331-0555 +44 (20) 3900 2239

+1 (888) 765-3645 +61 (2) 6189 0685 +971 (4) 225-9859
Europe Australia United Arab EmiratesFax

sales@aislelabs.com

+1 (647) 557-3511

Learn how you can grow your CRM 

and run campaigns to increase repeat 

footfall 

Learn how online and offline 

customer interactions are captured in                 

a unified platform 

Middle East UKNorth America

1.1 Billion 
customer journeys last year

Aislelabs is the leading global provider of enterprise software for marketing automation, locaion 

analytics, predictive intelligence, and combining online and offline customer touchpoints.                                                 

The company serves customers across verticals including retail, transportation, hospitality, venues, and F&B.


